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What is an I/UCRC?

 A National Science Foundation program

 Designed to link the research and development 
needs of industry with university research 
capabilities.

 There are more than 75 I-UCRC's across US
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Goals of an I/UCRC

 Long-term industry/university relations

 Increased support for research

 Leveraging of company funds

 Focus on industry research needs

 Graduate student involvement

 Cost-sharing of major research projects by 
members with common technology interests
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NCSS Center Overview
 Mission

– A primary source for fundamental research for the modeling, analysis, design, implementation, 
verification and validation, testing, deployment, and evolution of Cloud-based and net-centric
software and systems.

 History
– Started in 2007 as an idea for a research consortium among DFW universities
– Explored different options and finally decided to form an NSF IUCRC

 Creation
– NCSS I/UCRC formally established in early 2009
– Current Academic Partners
 University of North Texas (UNT)
 Southern Methodist University (SMU)
 University of Texas at Dallas (UTD)
 Arizona State University (ASU)
 Missouri University of Science and Technology (MUST) joined in 2012 but dropped out in 2016

– Industrial Partners
 Each partner contributes $35K annual membership (a different membership for small businesses)

– Multiple memberships permitted
– At least 3 memberships required for each university and a minimum of $175K per year
– At least 2 universities required to form an I/UCRC
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NCSS I/UCRC Development Timeline

5

NSF Net-Centric IUCRC 
approved with UNT as lead, 
UTD as a site and SMU as 
an affiliated site
February 2009

Kickoff meeting in Dallas
April 2009

ASU becomes a site
August 2010

MST becomes a site
August 2012

2009 2010 2012 2012-2014 2014 2015

ASU becomes 
Phase II site in 
Aug 2015

2016

Semi-annual IAB 
meetings held in 
Dallas, Tempe (3) 
and St. Louis (1)

October 2016 
Meeting

2018

Phase III?

UNT and UTD 
receives approval as 
Phase II I/UCRC in 
March 2014

New NSF program 
rules

New NSF program guidelines

MST drops out
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Our Net-centric and Cloud (NCSS)  I/UCRC 

Combined totals for all sites since 2009 through December 2015

Total Industrial Memberships raised $3,850,000   (+$500K)
Other funds leveraged (including NSF) $4,750,000   (+$300-400K)

Total publications >200             (+20-25)
Publications with industrial partners 50             (+5-10)
Patents filed or received 6               (+3)
Total number of students that participated >150
Women and minority students involved 66
Number of PhDs graduated 33
Number of MSs graduated 67
Number of BSs graduated 32
Graduates employed by member companies 47
Total number of faculty involved > 25
Number of women faculty involved 10
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What do they do?
Why do I care?
How are they 

different?

Value Proposition

 Access to university experts in the net-centric and cloud 
domains: 4 major universities with combined Center 
research budget of $1M (UNT, UTD, ASU, and SMU)

 Substantially reduced overhead costs compared to using 
in-house resources

 Demonstrated competencies in net-centric and cloud 
systems

 Host to over 100 research projects across 20 companies in 
the past 5 years (now in 2nd 5-year phase of operation)

 High approval ratings from industry members for 
management of Center operations and practices

 Selected as the 2012 Tech Titan of the Future at the 
university-level by the (DFW) Metroplex Technology 
Business Council (MTBC)
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Value Proposition (2 of 2)

 High value research projects

 Investment leveraging

 Sector networking, learning from industry 
peers and customers

 Access to intellectual property

 Pre-publication access to research

 Center researchers and facilities

 Access to students

› New research and education program 
dimensions

› Leverage proof of concept results for new 
funding

› Trusted relationships with industry

› Ready partners for translation of discoveries

› Student recruitment and placement

› Organize industry sector relationships

› Means to achieve institutional mission

Outcomes from a cooperatively defined and 
managed portfolio of industry-

precompetitive fundamental research.

Value
to IAB

Academic
Value 8



Competencies and Capabilities
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How the Center Works

 Supported principally by industry memberships

 NSF funding offsets administrative costs

– Every membership dollar goes into research

 Projects are proposed either by industry members or university 
faculty

 Industry Advisory Board is comprised of reps from each 
member company and IAB meets semi-annually

 IAB evaluates and selects projects to be funded

 Projects may leverage funds from other sources

 $35K annual industry membership fee

– Different membership level for Small Businesses is 
available
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I/UCRC Membership Agreement

 Annual membership fee structure

 Patent rights are normally held by the university with 
royalty free, non-exclusive rights to center members 

– NSF-preferred model

– Encourages multi-university and multi-sponsor 
collaboration

– Notwithstanding, a sponsor also has the option to seek 
exclusive access to  intellectual property produced by a 
project they sponsor

 Publication delay policy gives industry sponsors final 
approval on the content of information released in 
technical papers
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Academic and Industry Membership

Other companies
Ashum, Endometrics, Exceller,
Briggs Freeman Sotheby’s

Some Former Companies
Boeing, CISCO, 
Lockheed Martin Aero
Other divisions of Raytheon
other small companies

Potential New Companies
Rent-a-Center
Microsoft
Los Alamos National Lab
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Join us as an Industrial Member today!

And help us recruit new members

For more information:  netcentric.unt.edu

krishna.kavi@unt.edu

melanie.dewey@unt.edu
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Cyber Defensive and Offensive Software Diversification
(UTD-2016-10-1)

Project Lead: Dr. Kevin Hamlen, UTD
Date: October 2016



Problem Statement
› Why is this research needed?

– Advanced polymorphic zero-day malware evades static detection.
– Defenders can currently only test on already-known malware families and 

mutation strategies.
– Need ways of defending against future (previously unseen) malware attack 

families and mutation strategies

› What is the specific problem to be solved?
– Develop next-generation malware mutations (“Frankenstein”) that frustrate 

conventional signature-based and statistical detection heuristics.
– Provide defenders with mutant datasets that better reflect the challenges of future 

malware threats.
– Develop more robust defenses that reliably uncover malicious software 

functionalities rather than relying upon identification of known malware features.



Project Description
› How will this project approach the problem?

– Will develop and analyze methods of adding next-generation stealth and 
obfuscation capabilities to existing malware behavioral templates within a secure 
testing environment

– Enables defenders to test on datasets more challenging than those available today
› Goal: Improve anti-malware defenses, harden them against future threats

– Provide more realistic variants based on realistic malware payloads

› Preliminary results from this or previous projects:
– “Frankenstein” Advanced Software Mutation and Adaptation System

› First publication in Workshop On Offensive Technologies (WOOT)
› Thousands of news headlines worldwide (The Economist, New Scientist, Wired, NBC, etc.)

– First practical defense against implementation-aware code-reuse attacks, and new 
method of evaluation for future defenses
› Opaque Control-Flow Integrity (O-CFI), published in NDSS’15 (top, tier-1 security conference)

– Latest discovery:  Automated Program Synthesis-based Software Diversification
› Published in New Security Paradigms Workshop (NSPW’16) a few weeks ago (high-quality workshop for 

“paradigm-shifting” new security ideas)



Project Pictorial



Connection to NCSS Competencies/Capabilities
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Statement of Work
Work to be performed, timeline, and budget for 5 most significant tasks.

Task K$ Start Date End Date Description

1 7 Oct 2016 Aug 2017 Formulate foundational science of automated 
software synthesis for malware diversity 
(started—in progress)

2 7 Oct 2016 Aug 2017 Implement small proof-of-concept prototype 
using a program sketching language (toy 
prototype completed, larger prototype needs to 
be created)

3 7 Oct 2016 Aug 2017 Diversify small collection of test malware
programs using prototype (not yet started)

4 7 Oct 2016 Aug 2017 Statistical evaluation of diversification 
effectiveness (not yet started)

5 7 Oct 2016 Aug 2017 Expand and revise prototype and theoretical 
results (not yet started)



Deliverables
Summary of 3 most significant deliverables expected at end of Year 1.

Deliverable Description
1 Publications and technical reports documenting our 

achievements
2 Mutant data sets (to be decided with member

company)
3 Experimental result data and algorithm prototypes



Project Differentiators
› What results does this project seek that are different (better) than 
others?
– Provides new evaluation and measurement capabilities for defenses against 

aggressively polymorphic malware
– Provides test sets that can defeat current static detection
– Results extensible to code-reuse attack & defense (as illustrated by prior success 

of 2015-2016 project)

› What specific innovations or insights are sought by this research that 
distinguish it from related work?
– Provides ways to improve defenses against aggressively polymorphic malware
– Offensive innovations benefit military agencies (and their contractors) with new 

software stealth capabilities.



Potential Member Company Benefits
› What specific benefits are sought for the industry members?

– Malware test sets are potentially releasable to member company
› subject to any relevant legal/contractual obligations

– Lessons learned and their ramifications for malware offense and defense

› What leverage does the research provide to industry member R&D 
plans?
– New capabilities for better evaluating member company defense innovations and 

project ideas
– Opportunities for pursuing relevant federal contracts (see our past success with 

AFOSR, ONR, and NSA)



Sponsorship and Collaboration
› Efforts to involve multiple companies in project sponsorship:

– Currently no other partner companies
– Past or present support for related projects from AFOSR, ONR, NSA, and NSF

› Ongoing, general interest from federal defense contractors

› Efforts to involve multiple university collaborators in the project:
– Successful collaboration with U.C. Irvine (Dr. Michael Franz and team)

› Collaborative work published in NDSS’15
› New collaborative NSF grant for ENhanced COmiler-REwriter cooperation (ENCORE) (2015-2018)



Project Quality Attributes
PI’s assessment of extent to which project demonstrates each QA.

QA Rating Comments

Alignment w/Competencies 5

Sponsor-acknowledged Leverage 
for R&D

3 Raytheon has expressed interest in resulting datasets and/or 
synergies with ongoing projects at Raytheon

Multi-company Sponsorship 3 Work has been aggressively supported by AFOSR and ONR. 
Interest from defense contractors for both agencies is ongoing.

Multi-PI Collaboration 5 Ongoing collaboration with UCI has made excellent use of prior 
results.

Compliance with NSF Operations 
Requirements

5

Objective Deliverables 4

Innovation & Technology Evolution 4 Earlier results released to AFOSR for cyber defense applications

Potential for Derivative Services 2 Too early to assess

Commercialization Opportunities 2 Results primarily of interest to military and their contractors

Past Performance 5 Peer-reviewed publications in top venues; thousands of news 
headlines worldwide

Scale: 5=To a LARGE extent, 4=To a MODERATE extent, 3=To SOME extent, 
2=To LITTLE extent, 1=Not at All, 0=Unrated
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Integrated Access Control and Data Provenance for Information Sharing in 
IoT Systems (UTD-2016-10-2)

Project Lead: I-Ling Yen, UTD
Date: October 2016



Problem Statement
› Why is this research needed?

– Growth of IoT

– Security for IoT has not caught up with IoT growth

› What is the specific problem to be solved?
– Security problems

› Faulty device  Redundancy

› Attack vulnerability  Improve the development process, use immutable code base

› Communication  Encryption

› Illegitimate access and information flow (due to access control loopholes or attacks)
– Access the information of the device, issue control commands to the device, update the code on the device

 How to assure effective access control with limited device capabilities

› Unstrustable information
– Can the information from another party (device or other entities in the system) be trusted?

 How to efficiently and effectively perform data provenance on resource constrained devices?
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IoT
deviceAttack Illegitimate access

Compromised commu.

Untrustable information

IoT
device

Illegitimate info flow

Info flow



Project Description
› How will this project approach the problem?

– Security: Always encrypt sensitive/critical data  Push access control to key management
› Sensitive/critical data are stored and delivered in encrypted form, only entities with the key can 

decrypt the data  If the system is attacked, the data are somewhat protected

– Encryption is necessary anyway during communication

› Allow key reuse for sensitive data, but not for critical data

– Integrity: Always sign the data and aggregate the signatures during information flow
› Signature should be designed to serve as a verifiable provenance information

– Build a trustable key management infrastructure
› In static environment: Easier to build trustable relationship with other pre-known nodes  Can use 

sensor network key management solutions  But need frequent key update  Need a semi-
automated key update protocol

› In dynamic environment: Who are the entities interacting with me?  Need servers to manage the 
keys, Need a semi-automated key update protocol

› Preliminary results from this or previous projects:
– Data provenance and information flow control techniques  Need to fit IoT systems

– Semi-automated key update protocol
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Project Pictorial
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Static IoT systems

Dynamic IoT systems

Fall in water  Smart wearable alert  Find
• Movable camera to capture the situation
• Audio devices to request for help
• Phones of related people to request for help

Many similar scenarios

Smart car coordination 
Dynamically form vehicle network

Hit and run  Report to police
(1 minute ago, a red car with …)
Dynamically form camera network
(from road side and vehicles on road,
1 minute driving range from accident)
Identify and track suspect cars



Project Pictorial
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Distributed CA
(less trusted)

Key management (control the accesses)
• Access certificate (AC), data key (DK), sign key (SK)
• AC is common to all things, based on its security class
• DK is used for data encryption on things, x’s DK will be given to y

if DAC decides that y has the access right
• SK is used to sign provenance data, signed data should be verifiable
• Keys change frequently to avoid replay or brute-force decryption
• DCA generate keys for local things and let CCA certify them
• Multiple DCA exchange information due to topology changes

Static IoT systems

Dynamic IoT systems – Access control infrastructure

IoT
device access

IoT
device

Coordinating CA
(highly trusted)

Distributed CA
(less trusted)

Know IoT devices and commu. (may change 
due to failure or new configurations) 
 Use static key management
• Statically decide access control policies
• Each node has pre-assigned key materials, 
 Dynamically generate commu. keys

• Easier to assure security

Access Issues
• Confidentiality (public, 

sensitive, critical data)
• Data trustworthiness
• Information flow (integrity, 

trustworthiness of the data)

Thing x accesses y’s data with AC  x sends encrypted data to y and aggregate provenance signature
 y gets DK and SK’ from DCA for decryption and provenance verification (DCA does policy validation) 



Connection to NCSS Competencies/Capabilities
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Semantic Structure for Intra- and Inter-Vehicle Information Aggregation and 
Prediction (UTD-2016-10-3)

Project Lead: Farokh Bastani, UTD
Date: October 2016



Problem Statement
› Why is this research needed?

– The emerging paradigm of Smart City involves several issues, including smart 
buildings, smart transportation, smart health-care, etc. 

– Smart transportation is especially important since it can significantly reduce the 
number of roadway accidents and save thousands of lives each year by 
proactively preventing the occurrence of accidents

– Smart transportation is a mobile Internet of Things (IoT) system where various 
mobile entities need to communicate with each other to reduce the likelihood of 
accidents as well as to reduce delays due to traffic congestions

› What is the specific problem to be solved?
– The focus of this project is on inter-vehicle coordination to build a global view of 

the environment and to help make better control decisions
– Each vehicle needs to dynamically determine the nearby entities, including other 

vehicles, road side devices, etc., and exchange information with them
– Each vehicle needs to (1) understand the information from other entities, (2) 

aggregate the information to form a global view, (3) make use of the redundant 
information to improve dependability, and (4) predict future environment status 
based on historical and current information
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Project Description
› How will this project approach the problem?

– Investigate the semantic model to represent the related knowledge
› Including the state of the vehicle and the environment (objects in the environment)
› Separate the knowledge and the low level sensor information
› Support easier knowledge exchange and fusion

– Based on the knowledge model, develop various analysis, fusion, and prediction 
methods to determine the global view of the environment at current/future times
› Apply big data analytics to facilitate fusion, prediction, environment state prediction, …

– State (vehicle + environment)  Detect situations  Make control decisions
› Rule based approach, which should be evolvable to learn new situations and reactive actions
› New rules should be effectively converted into updates to the embedded program

– To validate our research results, several real-world scenarios will be formulated in 
consultation with government and industry

› Preliminary results from this or previous projects:
– Developed a simple navigation algorithm to guide aerial drones
– Developed real-time object tracking methods by incorporating IR sensors
– Developed vehicle coordination and communication mechanisms
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Project Pictorial
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Devices:
vehicle and roadside
sensors and actuators

Communication
(intra/inter vehicle)

Knowledge fusion
(vehicle/environment)

Coordination + Control
(local/coordinated)
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Systems of Systems Engineering – A Goal-driven Application Benchmark and 
Simulation Approach for Cloud Computing Systems 

Project Lead: Lawrence Chung, UTD
Date: October 19-20, 2016



Project Overview

Tasks1:

2

Project Milestones2:

1   Task has been approved by IAB sponsor(s)
 Task is a deviation from the original sponsor-approved task (Why?)
(See notes section of this slide for more information.)

2   Milestone complete or is on track for planned completion date
 Milestone has changed from original sponsor-approved date (Why?)

Task# Task Description

1 Run multiple cloud emulation benchmarks in lab

2 Build UTD/NTTD joint development environment

3 Integration test of UTD/NTTD joint development 
environment

4 Design/build HP beacon indoor location app

5 Test HP beacon indoor location app

Task# Planned
Completion

Milestone (Deliverable)

1 10/16 Publish benchmark results

2 11/16 UTD CS Cloud built

3 12/16 Joint development environment test

4 10/16 Beacon project team assignment

5 12/16 Integrated beacon app demonstration  

Research Goals:

1. Become a resource to help CIOs estimate performance 
and cost of cloud applications

2. Build graduate researchers capable of benchmarking, 
emulating and simulating cloud applications 

3. Help cloud providers [NTT Data] use genetic algorithms, 
simulations and emulations to deploy performance and 
cost effective solutions  

Benefits to Industry Partners:

1. Members can use the lab to easily verify the impact of 
their cloud solutions

2. Members can use the lab benchmark and simulation 
personal to construct unique benchmarks and simulation 
models

3. Members can view posted results of cloud benchmarks, 
simulations, emulations



Problem-aware Traceability in GORE

3

Purpose: 
- Find the most critical requirements to deal with stakeholders’ problems and root causes
- Eliminate Recurring Problems -> Ultimately Reduce Development and Maintenance Cost 
- Ensure the requirements using prototypes

vs.

With Problem Traceability Without Problem Traceability



Estimating Performance and Cost of Cloud-
based Systems

4

Assuring high level of 
fidelity among 
estimation techniques 
using ontology-based 
similarity
measurement.

Estimating in a fast, 
inexpensive, and 
reliable manner by 
using: 
Benchmark, 
Simulation, 
Emulation, 
Genetic Algorithm

<Ex

<Throughput comparison 
between 

benchmarks and simulations>

CPU Capacity
(Real World):

GHz

CPU Capacity
(Simulation):

MIPS
<Ontologies and relationships 

between the ontologies>



Goal-Oriented Analysis of Recommender Systems 
for Big Data/IoT
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• Multiple options and complex concepts involved: IoT, Big Data, 
machine learning, and so on.

• Decisions are affected by quality attributes
• Goal-Oriented Approach

recommendationquery
Query 

Component Classifier Analyzer

results



Progress to Date and 
Accomplishments
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Task#/Description Status Progress and Accomplishments
1. Lab construction of cloud 
emulation capability

 AppScale emulation installed and tested [TPC-C] on new platform.

2. NTT Data  UTD Joint 
Development Lab build

 UTD cloud used to provide resources

3. NTT Data  UTD Joint 
Development Lab integration 
test

 First integrated test scheduled

4. HP Beacon Android App Proof 
of Concept assignment

 PoC designed and assignment  of team

Significant Finding/Accomplishment Task Complete  Task Partially Complete  Task Not Started



Efforts to Seek Additional
Sponsorships and Collaborations
Were collaborations sought with researchers at other institutions to broaden research?

Were attempts made to leverage the research to obtain additional funding from companies or government agencies?

Were student researchers subsequently employed or given internships with a sponsor as a result of their work on the project?

7

› NTT DATA sponsorship of NTT DATA Cloud benchmarking
› NTT DATA sponsorship of NTT DATA Joint Development Lab
› Two new industry-experienced big data graduate students added to the lab 



Objective Evidence Supporting
NCSS Value Proposition

Category Objective Evidence
Papers, Publications, 
Presentations/Venue

1. Park, Big Data Analysis and Process Report  -
Presentation to NTT Data - Data and Analytics team, 
July 21, 2016,

2. Goncalves, poster Report, TEASER [TExAs Software 
Engineering Research], May 12, 2016.

3. Park, Chung, Hong, Noguera, Problem-Aware Traceability 
in Goal-Oriented Requirements Engineering, Conference: 
International Conference on Software Engineering & 
Knowledge Engineering, International Conference on 
Software Engineering & Knowledge Engineering, July, 
2016.

Products (Software, Hardware, 
Data, Designs, etc.)

1. UTD and NTT Data Joint Lab Development Environment 
built on UTD Cloud

Student Placements 1. Amazon
2. Sentrilock
3. Markado
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Nanopore Sensors and Signal Processing Algorithms for Health Monitoring 

Project Lead: Andreas Spanias, ASU
Date: October 2016



Problem Statement
› Why is this research needed?

– Will create innovative sensing and signal processing technologies
– Ion Channel sensors can be used for detection of  biohazards
– Relevant to members working in sensor, health and security applications

› What is the specific problem to be solved?
› Identification of stochastic signatures of nanopore sensors that correlate with events 

associated with specific agents.

› Research on deriving a new customized wavelet basis along with packet thresholding to 
distinguish between stochastic signatures and random noise.  

› Development and efficient realization of signal processing algorithms including sensor data 
fusion that will account for potential competing binding events in the measurements.

› Analysis of all derived algorithms in terms of performance and implementation complexity. 

2



Project Description

› How will this project approach the problem?
– Identify unique signatures of ion channel sensors.
– Use array of sensors an sensor fusion to improve detection.
– Broader Impact in several sensing and machine learning areas.

› Preliminary results from this or previous projects:
– Preliminary Denoising algorithm developed
– Hidden Markov models used to generate simulation data
– Feature extraction.
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Signal Processing Task / Preliminary 
Simulations

4



Connection to NCSS Competencies/Capabilities

5
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Sensors




Statement of Work
Work to be performed, timeline, and budget for 5 most significant tasks.
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Project Differentiators
› What results does this project seek that are different (better) than 
others?
– The project is multidisciplinary and uses advanced signal processing for 

biosensors used for health monitoring.  
– Detection of deceases and biothreats using mobile devices is unique.  The 

combination of mobile and cloud computing for detection of events on 
biosensors is unique.  

– The project will create foundations for both the hardware and algorithmic software 
innovations.

› What specific innovations or insights are sought by this research that 
distinguish it from related work?
– Denoising of ultra low noise currents
– Machine learning  tailored for ion channel and nanopore sensors
– Broader impact is significant with impact in health, biothreats , sustainability and 

security.
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Potential Member Company Benefits
› What specific benefits are sought for the industry members?

– Integration of biosensors and machine learning
– Unique denoising and machine learning methods.
– Nanopore arrays.
– Can be used in medicine, sustainability and security.

› What leverage does the research provide to industry member R&D 
plans?
– Embedded sensors and signal processing.
– Array sensors and sensor fusion.
– Potential for  creating disruptive technologies .

8



Sponsorship and Collaboration
› Efforts to involve multiple companies in project sponsorship:

– NXP (new sensor technology)
– Raytheon  (security applications)
– Intel and TI potentially interested in mixed signal processing aspects

› Efforts to involve multiple university collaborators in the project:
– UTD potentially on machine learning
– Tech de Monterrey (international partner)

9



Project Quality Attributes
PI’s assessment of extent to which project demonstrates each QA.

10

Scale: 5=To a LARGE extent, 4=To a MODERATE extent, 3=To SOME extent, 
2=To LITTLE extent, 1=Not at All, 0=Unrated
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Privacy Preserving Big Data Analytics

Project Lead: Hassan Takabi, UNT
Date: October 2016



Problem Statement
› Why is this research needed?

– Machine learning algorithms are the most common methods used for big data 
analytics

– require access to the raw data, which creates potential security and privacy risks
– Machine learning as a Service

› What is the specific problem to be solved?
– provide solutions to run machine learning algorithms on encrypted data
– theoretical foundation
– efficient privacy preserving protocols for both training and classification phases of 

machine learning algorithms
– Private multi-party learning
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Project Description
› How will this project approach the problem?

– Construct efficient privacy preserving protocols for both training and classification 
phases of machine learning algorithms

– Develop theoretical foundation for implementing deep learning algorithms in 
encrypted domain

– Develop a toolset for machine learning over encrypted data: building blocks that 
are applicable to many machine learning algorithms, are generalizable, scalable, 
efficient, and practical

› Preliminary results from this or previous projects:
– efficient and scalable algorithms for three operations (argmax, dot product, 

comparison) which are common in a large number of algorithms
– Chebyshev polynomials to approximate sigmoid function
– Integrated with HElib

3
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Statement of Work
Work to be performed, timeline, and budget for 5 most significant tasks.

5

Task K$ Start Date End Date Description

1 10 Oct 2016 Dec 2016 Develop a set of generic modular building 
blocks for implementing complex ML algorithms 
over encrypted data 

2 10 Jan 2017 Mar 2017 theoretical foundation for deep learning over 
encrypted data 

3 20 Apr 2017 Sep 2017 implementation of deep learning over 
encrypted data 

4 10 Oct 2017 Dec 2017 Provide a practical toolset for implementing 
machine learning algorithms over encrypted 
data, and integrate it with existing practical 
implementations of homomorphic encryption 

5 Oct 2016 Dec 2017 Evaluation



Deliverables
Summary of 3 most significant deliverables expected at end of Year 1.
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Deliverable Description
1 set of generic modular building blocks for 

implementing complex machine learning algorithms 
over encrypted data 

2 Implementation of deep learning over encrypted data
3 practical toolset for implementing machine learning 

algorithms over encrypted data



Project Differentiators
› What results does this project seek that are different (better) than 
others?
– General approach: works for many algorithms
– Both training and classification phases
– Scalability: practical for large datasets

› What specific innovations or insights are sought by this research that 
distinguish it from related work?
– Modular building blocks
– Generic solution to polynomial approximation
– Covering non-continuous functions
– Private multi-party learning
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Potential Member Company Benefits
› What specific benefits are sought for the industry members?

– Data protection: protecting sensitive data while allowing analytics
– compliance with data privacy regulations and practices
– Potential commercialization

› What leverage does the research provide to industry member R&D 
plans?
– Privacy preserving collaboration
– Better data analytics by removing bottleneck for data sharing

8



Sponsorship and Collaboration
› Efforts to involve multiple companies in project sponsorship:

– Talking to Cisco
– Looking for companies interested in the project

› Efforts to involve multiple university collaborators in the project:
– Working with Rutgers: Student visited DIMACS in summer 2016
– Exploring collaboration opportunities

9



Project Quality Attributes
PI’s assessment of extent to which project demonstrates each QA.

QA Rating Comments

Alignment w/Competencies 5

Sponsor-acknowledged Leverage 
for R&D

3

Multi-company Sponsorship 3 Looking for companies interested

Multi-PI Collaboration 3 Exploring collaborations 

Compliance with NSF Operations 
Requirements

5

Objective Deliverables 4

Innovation & Technology Evolution 4

Potential for Derivative Services 3

Commercialization Opportunities 4 Too early to assess, but the framework can lead to a commercial 
product 

Past Performance 4 Several publications 
10

Scale: 5=To a LARGE extent, 4=To a MODERATE extent, 3=To SOME extent, 
2=To LITTLE extent, 1=Not at All, 0=Unrated
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Exploit Detector: Predicting Real World Exploits Using Vulnerability Related 
Information on Social Media and Discussion Forums 

Project Lead: Hassan Takabi, UNT
Date: October 2016



Problem Statement
› Why is this research needed?

– software vulnerabilities has grown significantly and hundreds of public disclosures 
may occur on the same day

– only a few vulnerabilities are exploited in real world attacks
– which vulnerabilities are likely to be exploited in the wild

› What is the specific problem to be solved?
– prioritize the response to vulnerability disclosures 
– real-time vulnerability and threat management framework that automatically 

monitors various sources (Twitter, discussion forums, etc.) to collect vulnerability 
related data 

– use machine learning and natural language processing techniques to detect 
exploits and suggest fixes to the security professionals based on the 
vulnerabilities that are likely to be exploited

2



Project Description
› How will this project approach the problem?

– Construct efficient privacy preserving protocols for both training and classification 
phases of machine learning algorithms

– Develop theoretical foundation for implementing deep learning algorithms in 
encrypted domain

– Develop a toolset for machine learning over encrypted data: building blocks that 
are applicable to many machine learning algorithms, are generalizable, scalable, 
efficient, and practical

› Preliminary results from this or previous projects:
– using machine learning techniques for insider threat detection and vulnerability 

prediction 
– using text analysis and natural language processing in extracting access control 

policies from requirement documents
– using text analysis and natural language processing in extracting mobile 

application’s data gathering practices from its privacy policies

3



Connection to NCSS Competencies/Capabilities

4
=Primary, =Secondary, =Tertiary









Statement of Work
Work to be performed, timeline, and budget for 5 most significant tasks.

5

Task K$ Start Date End Date Description

1 10 Oct 2016 Dec 2016 Data collection 

2 25 Jan 2017 Jun 2017 Developing the machine learning and NLP 
techniques for exploit detection 

3 10 Jun 2017 Sep 2017 Evaluation of the approach and testing its 
capability against potential attacks 



Deliverables
Summary of 3 most significant deliverables expected at end of Year 1.

6

Deliverable Description
1 Detailed report on collected data, sources, process, 

etc. 
2 Prototype of exploit detection approach 
3 Detailed report on the results and effectiveness of the 

developed approach 



Project Differentiators
› What results does this project seek that are different (better) than 
others?
– Several sources of vulnerability related data
– Improvement on false positive rate

› What specific innovations or insights are sought by this research that 
distinguish it from related work?
– Using NLP techniques to extract exploit related data
– Combination of ML + NLP for better detection

7



Potential Member Company Benefits
› What specific benefits are sought for the industry members?

– assist vulnerability management teams 
– rapid response and prioritization 
– Potential commercialization

› What leverage does the research provide to industry member R&D 
plans?
– Better data analytics for security
– Efficient development of countermeasures for vulnerabilities

8



Sponsorship and Collaboration
› Efforts to involve multiple companies in project sponsorship:

– Looking for companies interested in the project

› Efforts to involve multiple university collaborators in the project:
– Exploring collaboration opportunities

9



Project Quality Attributes
PI’s assessment of extent to which project demonstrates each QA.

QA Rating Comments

Alignment w/Competencies 5

Sponsor-acknowledged Leverage 
for R&D

3

Multi-company Sponsorship 3 Looking for companies interested

Multi-PI Collaboration 3 Exploring collaborations 

Compliance with NSF Operations 
Requirements

5

Objective Deliverables 4

Innovation & Technology Evolution 4

Potential for Derivative Services 3

Commercialization Opportunities 4 Too early to assess, but the framework can lead to a commercial 
product 

Past Performance 4 Several publications 
10

Scale: 5=To a LARGE extent, 4=To a MODERATE extent, 3=To SOME extent, 
2=To LITTLE extent, 1=Not at All, 0=Unrated
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Project Overview
Tasks1:

2

Research Goals:

1. To generate ontology knowledge bases of vulnerabilities, 
attacks and defenses facing various IT Products.

2. To automatically evaluate the security threat level of 
any cloud system configurations.

3. To predict the number of unknown vulnerabilities in 
Software Products.

Benefits to Industry Partners:

1. Our framework can be utilized by small, medium and 
large corporations with an interest in creating private or 
hybrid cloud systems or migrating to public Cloud 
systems, to assess the potential security threats and 
risk levels. 

2. Our vulnerability prediction model can be used to 
evaluate open-source software projects or internal ones. 

Project Milestones2:

Task# Planned
Completion

Milestone (Deliverable)

1 11/2016 Detailed report on various use cases of leveraging 
our vulnerability OKB for cloud systems security 
assessment

2 12/2016 Bayesian model used to score threat types and 
their probabilities 

3 01/2017 Demonstrations to show the capabilities of 
NEMESIS architecture

4 02/2017 Vulnerability prediction toolkit and extended use 
cases

5 03/2017 Detailed report on the use cases of collected 
threat intelligence

1   Task has been approved by IAB sponsor(s)
 Task is a deviation from the original sponsor-approved task (Why?)
(See notes section of this slide for more information.)

Task# Task Description

1 Develop an API to consume and update our 
vulnerability Ontology Knowledge Base (OKB)

2 Using our vulnerability OKB, design a generic
framework for classifying vulnerabilities and attacks 
into threat types

3 Validate our security assessment techniques

4 Vulnerability prediction techniques based on probability 
and machine learning techniques and their validation

5 Ontology based techniques to automatically collect 
and analyze cyber threat data

2   Milestone complete or is on track for planned completion date
 Milestone has changed from original sponsor-approved date (Why?)



Project Pictorial

3

NEMESIS –
Architecture



Project Results
› Given any cloud system’s configurations for assessment, Nemesis automatically analyze 

them and produces:

– An aggregated estimated risk value
– Threat types ranking
– Critical facing vulnerabilities
– Recommended configurations to minimize the perceived risk

› Using our designed vulnerability prediction model 

– We can predict the number of unknown vulnerabilities for various open-source 
software projects with a high coefficient of determination

– We can extend Nemesis architecture risk estimation capabilities

4



Progress to Date and 
Accomplishments

5

Task#/Description Status Progress and Accomplishments
1. Develop an API to consume and 
update our vulnerability Ontology 
Knowledge Base (OKB)

 We automatically generated a comprehensive vulnerability ontology 
knowledge base, and currently extending its features set

2. Using our vulnerability OKB,
design a generic framework for 
classifying vulnerabilities and 
attacks into threat types

 We designed, implemented and published [3] a proof of concept of 
the proposed framework (aka. NEMESIS)

3. Validate our security assessment 
techniques

 Preliminary results on the capabilities of NEMESIS

4. Vulnerability prediction 
techniques based on probability and 
machine learning techniques and 
their validation

 A proof of concept toolkit to facilitate the vulnerability prediction 
techniques has been developed and published [1]

5. Ontology based techniques to 
automatically collect and analyze 
cyber threat data

 Report on our custom and open-source tools used to collect key 
cyber threat data and preliminary techniques to populate our cyber 
threat intelligence ontologies

Significant Finding/Accomplishment Task Complete  Task Partially Complete  Task Not Started



Efforts to Seek Additional
Sponsorships and Collaborations
Were collaborations sought with researchers at other institutions to broaden research?

Were attempts made to leverage the research to obtain additional funding from companies or government agencies?

Were student researchers subsequently employed or given internships with a sponsor as a result of their work on the project?

6

› Collaborations sought with UTD

› Attempted to get connected with companies such as: Armor, Raytheon, & 
Bell Helicopter



Objective Evidence Supporting
NCSS Value Proposition

Category Objective Evidence

Papers, Publications, Presentations/Venue 1. Patrick Kamongi, Krishna Kavi, and Mahadevan Gomathisankaran. “Predicting 
Unknown Vulnerabilities using Software Metrics and Maturity Models”. In: The 
Eleventh International Conference on Software Engineering Advances (ICSEA 
2016), Rome, Italy, August 21 - 25, 2016

2. Chen-Yu Lee, Patrick Kamongi, Krishna M. Kavi, and Mahadevan 
Gomathisankaran. “Optimus: A Framework of Vulnerabilities, Attacks, Defenses 
and SLA Ontologies”. In: International Journal of Next-Generation Computing 6, 
no. 1 (2015)

3. Patrick Kamongi, Mahadevan Gomathisankaran and Krishna Kavi. “Nemesis: 
Automated Architecture for Threat Modeling and Risk Assessment for Cloud 
Computing”. In: The Sixth ASE International Conference on Privacy, Security, 
Risk and Trust (PASSAT) 2014, Cambridge, MA, USA, December 13-16, 2014

4. Patrick Kamongi, Srujan Kotikela, Krishna Kavi, Mahadevan Gomathisankaran 
and Anoop Singhal. “Vulcan: Vulnerability Assessment Framework for Cloud 
Computing”. In: Proceedings of The Seventh International Conference on 
Software Security and Reliability. SERE (SSIRI) 2013, Washington, D.C., USA, 18-
20 June, 2013

Products (Software, Hardware, Data, Designs, 
etc.)

 Nemesis – Architecture Design & Proof of Concept Software
 Machine Learning based Vulnerability Prediction Models
 Sweep-Toolkit, https://github.com/kamongi/sweep-toolkit

7
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Project Overview
Tasks1:

2

Project Milestones2:

1   Task has been approved by IAB sponsor(s)
 Task is a deviation from the original sponsor-approved task (Why?)
(See notes section of this slide for more information.)

2   Milestone complete or is on track for planned completion date
 Milestone has changed from original sponsor-approved date (Why?)

Task# Task Description

1 Collect initial data from different types of sensors

2 Determine features / sensors that provide best results

3 Adapt machine learning algorithms

4 Develop Cloud-based interface

5 Adaptability of machine learning algorithms for real-
time sensor data

6 Extended feature extraction analysis

Task# Planned
Completion

Milestone (Deliverable)

1 09/14 Initial data collection

2 03/15 Feature extraction / sensor selection

3 09/15 Machine learning algorithms

4 03/16 Cloud-based implementation

5 09/16 Experimental study of adaptive machine learning 
algorithms

6 03/17 Extended feature extraction implementation

Research Goals:

1. Develop end-user guidelines for
Feature extraction / Sensor selection / Machine learning algorithms

2. Prototype Cloud-based implementation

3. Develop machine learning algorithms adaptable to various 
sensor data

4. Clear documentation of research, lessons learned and 
recommended approaches

Benefits to Industry Partners:

1. Condition / health monitoring applications

2. Machine learning toolboxes

3. Criteria for feature / sensor selection

4. Ease cost of entry for condition monitoring applications



Project Overview
Tasks1:

3

Research Goals:

1. Detection, tracking and scene analysis from compressive 
cameras. 

2. Solving above tasks without reconstruction of images.

3. Understanding trade-offs in accuracy vs. data-rates. 

Benefits to Industry Partners:

1. Low bandwidth architectures for understanding scenes.

2. Flexible representations for domain specific 
specialization.

3. Reduced data rate architectures enabling remote 
deployment.

4. Tools and software that can be customized to suit 
company requirements.

Project Milestones2:
Task# Planned

Completion
Milestone (Deliverable)

1 01/2013 CS video reconstruction algorithm

2 05/2015 Tracking algorithm outperforms reconstruct-first

3 08/2016 Letter submission – CS classification

4 12/2016 Submit Review booklet for publication

5 12/2016 Test alternate likelihood estimation

1   Task has been approved by IAB sponsor(s)
 Task is a deviation from the original sponsor-approved task (Why?)
(See notes section of this slide for more information.)

Task# Task Description

1 Literature Review

2 Develop Simulation Framework

3 Develop tracking algorithm

4 Iteratively improve tracker

5 Improve detection/likelihood estimation

2   Milestone complete or is on track for planned completion date
 Milestone has changed from original sponsor-approved date (Why?)



Project Pictorial
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Progress to Date and 
Accomplishments

5

Task#/Description Status Progress and Accomplishments
1. Compressive sensing 
framework enabling direct 
feature extraction

 Single- and multi-frame reconstruction algorithms are implemented. 
Alternate reconstruction methods involving difference frames and 
robust PCA have also been implemented and evaluated.

2. Algorithm development for 
feature extraction & detection

 Encouraging early results for deep network based feature extraction 
and classification. Implementing LASRC classification algorithm for 
compressive applications.

3. Algorithm Development for 
Direct Compressive Tracking

 Motion detector/tracker with known targets successfully implemented. 
Presented at ICASSP2014.

4. Testing and extension of 
tracking algorithm to multiple 
datasets

 Algorithm successfully tested on PETS2000 and CDNET2012 datasets. 
Algorithm shows graceful degradation, leading to potentially superior 
performance at high compression ratios.

5. Publication submission  2 ICASSP conference papers submitted.  Journal manuscript and 
additional conferences in preparation.

Significant Finding/Accomplishment Task Complete  Task Partially Complete  Task Not Started



Efforts to Seek Additional
Sponsorships and Collaborations

6

› 2014, 2015, and 2016 summer internships with 
sponsor Raytheon Missile Systems

› Lockheed Martin may have interest



Objective Evidence Supporting
NCSS Value Proposition

7

Category Objective Evidence
Papers, Publications, 
Presentations/Venue

1. “Integrating Machine Learning in Embedded Sensor Systems for 
Internet of Things Applications,” submitted to IEEE Sensors Journal.

2. Data collection and experiments were partially contributed to a 
tech session “Sensor Data Collection and Processing for Sensor 
Data Analytics, Machine Learning and Analytics, Part 4,” in 
Freescale (NXP) Technology Forum 2015, Austin TX. 

3. Presentation at Sensors Expo and Conference 2016, San Jose. 
Products (Software, 
Hardware, Data, 
Designs, etc.)

1. Embedded C source code for NXP’s FRDM-K64F sensor board.
2. Embedded machine learning algorithm design, based on Gaussian 

mixture model and expectation-maximization algorithm.
3. Host – Embedded board interactive GUI C# source codes for the 

designed machine learning algorithm.
4. Feature extraction and sensor analysis source codes in MATLAB.
5. One-class SVM algorithm development for anomaly detection.

Student Placements 1. Uday Shankar Shanthamallu, graduate research associate position.
2. Summer internships (2014/2015/2016) with consortium member 

NXP Semiconductors (formerly Freescale).



Objective Evidence Supporting
NCSS Value Proposition

Category Objective Evidence
Papers, Publications, 
Presentations/Venue

1. “Optical Flow for Compressive Sensing Video 
Reconstruction”, ICASSP 2013

2. “Direct Tracking from Compressive Imagers: A 
Proof of Concept”, ICASSP 2014

3. “A reconstruction-free tracker for compressive sensing 
cameras”, in preparation

Products (Software, Hardware, 
Data, Designs, etc.)

1. MATLAB codebase for CS camera simulation
2. Prototype reconstruction & tracking algorithms, 

implemented in MATLAB
Student Placements 1. Henry Braun, PhD Student, Research Associate position

2. Summer internships with consortium member Raytheon

8
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